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Travel is an endless source of inspiration, and in most cases I had to leave my violin at home because it was too hard to wear such a delicate instrument with me. Finally, I started to create a reliable and modular version of the violin that I could put in my backpack. More information on this siteMei started while traveling in
Africa while visiting various developing projects in southern Tanzania. Later, I continued to develop the archetype originally built during this trip, finding a way to strengthen it, improve the proportion, keep the setting ... After many different tests, we have developed different models, following some basic principles: Sizes
and proportions are the same as classical violin. -Violin maintenance is the same (same bridge, keys, strings...) - The sound is generated by the vibration of wood, leather and metal (and not just from strings) - the instrument is modular and reliable. -The handle allows you to insert various harmonic resonators, shoulder
stands and electronic devices. By creating these violins, we are inspired by ethnic and ancient instruments, trying to reproduce similar resonators that can be put on our universal pen. The tools that fascinated us the most ekhtara, vioara cu goarna, calabasas, viella, and kamancheh. To condense all these principles on
the same violin, we had to go through several tests. Finally we managed to create a good tool using the following set of materials: -sooden stump (mostly from local wood (oak, beech, mahogany) 4x6x30cm around 5-6E-hollow metal pole 1x40cm 3E/m -Olive, padauk -4 tuning pin, 10-12E -string holder 10E -strings 20E
-bridge 5E -audio cable 1E/m -jack 2E -2 piezo, 1E -2-3 Trimmers 110kOhm 3-5E Building) -Sanding 3E -Glue 0.5E -Varnish 1E-Concept We worked on the simplicity of the shape, retaining inspiration from simple geometric shapes. 2D and 3D draws are available in the projects section. After many tests, we've dealt with
the best materials for functionality and hue combinations. Some forests where they are taken out of the territory (olives, valut, cherry, castany). This allowed us to choose the direction of the cut and store the slices of wood in a dry and ventilated warehouse.-HandleThe pen is built with respect to the exact size of the
acoustic violin and retains the same references to the hand. Usually it is made of oak, mohan, buha... The top has different shapes depending on the type of resonator for which it is built. We especially like the shape of the crown pit. The total length is about 63 cm. There is a link attached to the left side of the handle to
balance the shoulder rest on the right side. Fingerboards retain their original size and are usually made of paduk or olives. As a rule, we blur a wooden knot in the shape of a diamond in the middle of the casing. This feature is olive tree. -Shoulder rest can be built between the handle and the string holder. This one piece
is designed to sit on the chest and shoulder. It can be extracted to reduce the lateral size of the violin during transportation. The shoulder rests extremely customizabile according to the posture of the violinist. They are designed/sized to balance the overall weight of the violin and shift the center of the mass to the body to
release the load on the left hand.-Resonator First, we have tried different types of resonators from bamboo segments, coconuts, pumpkins or more complex shapes obtained using wood slices. The most effective resonator was the bamboo segment, the length of which was half the total length of the string. This simple
resonator was extremely rich in harmonics, and the substain was lengthy. Without amplification, the sound is gentle and does not bother the neighbors. We tried resonators with parts of leather, metal, springs to mechanically develop and enrich the sound.-AmplificationWe put two contact microphones (piezoelectric)
inside all the resonators we built. A thin layer of wax filters have false vibrations. The microphones have different characteristic resonant frequencies, the less aroud 2.8kHz resonates and it is closer to the bridge, the more resonates around 4.6 kHz, and it is further from the bridge. The short distance between the two
microphones introduces natural reverb and the mixture between the two microphones to build the characteristic sound of the violin. -Harmonic analysis We analyzed and compared the power spectrum of the sound of electric and classical violin recording with environmental microphones. We calculated the average time
spectrum using a bodline. In the picture was played line A. We can see that the electric violin is rich in harmonics, although the classical violin is stronger in the low-frequency range. For lacquer I have experimented with various methods to navigate around varnishes, shine, soaks, dyes, stains, wax, oils ... In the end I
decided: I) grinding 40 II) grinding 180 III) grinding sponge IV) grinding 400 V) oil wiping VI) the first passage of transparent glitter rubbed the bleeding of VIb) light grinding 400 VII) the second passage of the glitter. Envolope is a simple textil bag with soft upholction, straps connect the bottom with circuit strips. Violins
without shoulder injections are more compact and have no fragile details. (Audio on Step 6) This electric skeleton violin uses a piezoelectric pickup truck. The body and neck are solid maple and darker mahogany wood. I eventually finished it last November after two years of assembly. It could probably have been done a
lot faster, but exams and school got in the way. The body is made of a solid piece of maple. He was cut with the help of a group of saws and a scroll of the saw, (I went fair few scrolls saw the blades!). The body was formed using various hand tools. I have sought to try to use as few power tools as possible. The neck,
gest and pegs are explained further. The main book I used for this was the sheets of William C. Robertson's Violinist. I highly recommend it to anyone who wants to make a violin, whether acoustic or electric. It has all the necessary dimensions, techniques for getting the right finish and more. The basic plan for this came
from tracking around the violin friends, (a very easy way to get started!). Update: I recently made a basic model of this in CAD. It is dimensionally accurate and is available to download in the next place ... Want to learn how to play the violin for up to 30 minutes? Do you want to start learning the violin on your own? I
created simple step-by-step instructions for you to learn the basics of violin techniques and skills. . Violin (sizes: 1/10, 1/8, 1/4, 1/2, 3/4, 7/8 4/4)2. Onions (sizes listed in the picture compared to the size of the violin) 3. Something soft put under the violin so hard edges are up against when you play, I personally uses a
sticky sponge called AcoustaGrip, people also use small towels . Rosin violin (green trifle), it gives friction to the nose, so the violin will make a sound, without the rose, there will be no sound . Tuner, it helps to keep the violin tuned in the last ( //amotid.com/dmlvbGluLXNpemUtY2hhcnQ/1 photo). They are called tuning
pegs, this is the place where you can adjust each line by turning it tighter and loosening it. 2. It's called a bridge, it keeps all the strings in place3. They are called thin tuners, they can make a small adjustment to correct the melody of each string4. This is called the chin where you place our chin to ensure the violin is
stable5. The part where there is a circle is called a frog, and at the end of the bow is called a screw, it can regulate the tightness of the hair6. Different notes of each open line, each line produce these four notes when there are no fingers on the them . Attach the tuner to the violin peg, as shown in 2. When you turn on
the tuner make sure the instrument setting is on the violin, and now play strings like you do with the guitar, when the arrow on the screen turns mid and turn green, they are in harmony, if not, turn on the peg settings and flick the string until it is As shown in the video, you adjust the hair of the bow by turning the screw
screw End the onion (don't turn it too tight because it will snap, just keep the onion hair in medium tightness, not too tight or too loose)4. The last video show you put a rose on your nose hair, make sure there are enough roses on your hair, so this will cause friction with line 1. Your left elbow should be a little inside when
you hold the violin 3. Your left palm should not touch the violin's neck, two fingers should act as support for the neck, but do not keep it too tight 4,5,6,7, you want to keep your elbow almost parallel when you hold the violin 8.9, It's your bow hand, not too tight with the bow and keep it relaxed so you can move it freely, the
little finger phalanx should look outwards as shown and right next to the skin. Put the bow on the far right string: E string, keep the bow tilted towards the front of the violin2. When you start playing the violin, steady move forward hand through the line, as shown in the video1. Put your first finger down, as shown in line 2.
To make sure you play the right note, put on a tuner and turn it into a violin set3. Playing note B up and down just like an open line, the tuner will show the alphabet B on the screen, adjust the position of your finger and continue to play until the screen turns green on tuner 4. If the screen is always green, then now you
know how to play all the open violin strings and note B on stringHere some important tips on how to play well-tuned open strings or a note on violinMake sure that your bow positions and elbows follow the exact instructionsUko move up and down the bow just using your forearm If possible to use the piano and compare
the same note you play with the piano to make sure you are in tune amazing grace violin sheet music. amazing grace violin sheet music free. amazing grace violin sheet music easy. amazing grace violin sheet music free download. amazing grace violin sheet music for beginners. amazing grace violin sheet music
musescore. amazing grace violin sheet music advanced. amazing grace violin sheet music with letters
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